Watermelons Galore
Made by Joanne Cantrell, Independent Stampin’ Up Demonstrator
All images © 1990-2017 Stampin’ Up!®

Supplies:


Stamp Sets: Fruit Basket Photopolymer Stamp Set* (145833-OCC)



Paper: Whisper White Cardstock (100730); Lemon Lime Twist Cardstock (144245); Real Red Cardstock
(102482); Tutti-Frutti 6" X 6" Designer Series Paper (145606-OCC); Tutti-Frutti Cards & Envelopes
(147242-SAB)



Inks: Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad (132708); Real Red Classic Stampin’ Pad (126949); Calypso Coral
Classic Stampin’ Pad (126983); Lemon Lime Twist Classis Stampin’ Pad (144086); Garden Green Classic
Stampin’ Pad (126973); Island Indigo Classic Stampin’ Pad (126986)



Embellishments: Lemon Lime Twist 1/2" Finely Woven Ribbon (144135)



Adhesives: Dimensionals (104430); SNAIL Adhesive (104332); Glue Dots (103683)



Other: Paper Snips (103579); Big Shot Die-Cutting Machine (143263); Stitched Shapes Framelits Dies
(145372); Layering Squares Framelits Dies (141708); Itty Bitty Fruit Punch Pac*k (145657-OCC)



Non-SU Items: Post-it Note



*BUNDLE and SAVE: Fruit Basket Bundle (145977-OCC) includes the Fruit Basket Photopolymer Stamp
Set and the Itty Bitty Fruit Punch Pack

Measurements:


Real Red: 2-1/8” square



Lemon Lime Twist: 1-3/4” square



Whisper White: 1-3/4” square; 3” x 1/2” sentiment; scrap for watermelon slices



Tutti-Frutti DSP: 5-1/4” x 2-1/8” layer

Instructions:
1. Cut all pieces as outline above.
2. Use SNAIL to attach the Tutti-Frutti paper to the bottom of the POOL PARTY card front.
3. Use a length of the Lemon Lime Twist ribbon and tie and bow around the card front offset from the
center. The ribbon should cover the edge of the DSP.
4. Use Memento ink to stamp the sentiment toward right end of the 1/2” strip. To create a simple small
banner end, use Snips to about 1/4” in to center, then cut the angle from each corner to the end of
that cut to create the notch.
5. Create a mask for the bowl and watermelons (3) by stamping the outline on the front of the post-it
note where the sticky strip is (only part of it needs to be on the sticky strip – so that it can be tacked
down). Use snips to cut these pieces out. Set them aside for a moment.
6. Use Memento ink to stamp the bowl outline toward the bottom of the Whisper White square. Use
Island Indigo ink to stamp the bowl’s color. Place the bowl mask over the bowl. Use Garden Green to
stamp a watermelon outline half in the bowl. Stamp the rind in Lemon Lime Twist and the flesh in Real
Red or Calypso Coral. Place a watermelon mask over this image and stamp another. Continue this
until you fill your fruit bowl using the other masks – you will have to move them as needed but
shouldn’t need more than three at any one time.
7. Use the 1-5/8” square Stitched Shapes Die to cut the fruit bowl for layering. Use the 2” scallop
Layering Square to cut the red layer. Use SNAIL to adhere the Lemon Lime Twist square to the red
square then the fruit bowl square to the top.
8. On the scrap of white cardstock, create several watermelon slices as above (no need for outline) and
use the punch to cut them out.
9. Use a Dimensional to attach the sentiment to the back of one corner of the fruit bowl layer. Then, use
additional Dimensionals to attach the layer to the card front. Use glue dots to adhere the watermelon
slices randomly by the fruit bowl and spilling off the layer.

